For IT Leaders:

How to unlock
the value of your
Cover
organization’s
data

AGGREGATE

LIBERATE

INNOVATE

TRANSFORM

A guide based on the lessons we learned from our
journey to digital transformation

Intel Inside®. Powerful Productivity Outside.
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The Promise of Big
Data Analytics
Big Data analytics holds tremendous potential for organizations that want to dramatically
grow their revenue and control their costs. Companies that can successfully harness the
ever-increasing amount of data from more data sources can go far beyond traditional
descriptive analysis (what happened), to predictive analysis (what will happen) and
prescriptive insights (what we should do).

Big Data

Big Opportunities

The IT department obviously plays a critical role in
of the potential of Big Data. By implementing a data

50% HIGHER

analytics architecture, you enable business units

revenue growth rates*

the organization’s efforts to effectively harness all

to collaborate, breaking boundaries and eliminating
duplication of efforts. In this process of transforming
an organization’s information structure, the IT

Outcomes will differ for individual
organizations, but the evidence is
strong that harnessing Big Data pays
handsomely.

department gains stature as an expert consultant
and trusted provider. United in purpose with the
business side, you form a partnership that fosters
success for your organization.
3

*Source: Dell Technology Adoption Index 2015 study, October 2015
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If you’re struggling with how to best build out
your data infrastructure to enable data analytics

We understand

When we began our transformational journey using big data analytics, our goal was to continuously improve
customer experiences while lowering costs. We were determined as well to capture the lessons we learned to
help you with your unique journey.
.

BEFORE

Multiple data
sources

No master-data
management

Bottlenecks to
business units’ needs

from legacy systems, due to
rapid growth and more than
80 acquisitions.

IT controlled the reporting
environment – one that had
multiple, siloed data stores and no
master-data management.

Because IT served as the
corporate gatekeeper of
information, business units would
need IT’s help in running reports
- creating bottlenecks to the
business units’ needs.

This led to “shadow IT” and
limited governance.

AFTER

4

Consolidated data
repository

Collective or individual
access to data

Now we have a consolidated
data repository (Data Lake) on an
IT-supported platform that allows
business analytics.

While IT controls the data from a
central location, the businesses
can access that information
individually or collectively –
sharing analytics across the lines
of business whenever it’s useful.
to do so.

Delays are gone
With a well-structured IT
infrastructure, the delays are
gone. Instead, the IT department
helps address the business
units’ real-time needs with both
predictive and prescriptive
analytics.
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This guide describes the milestones we have passed and the lessons
we want to share with you to ease your way. You’ll find actionable
information for each milestone of the journey to help you:

WHAT
TO SAY

Communicate
the details of what’s
happening and why

WHAT
TO
DO

Direct the
technical actions
needed for success

Your benefit
The benefits of data analytics are as different as the organizations using them as
demonstrated by two clients who have worked with Dell EMC to construct an effective way
of understanding their data.

Casino in southern CA went from

British Columbia utility company

DAYS TO HOURS

CUT LOSSES 80% in 1 year

Looking to double its capacity, it wanted to make sure it
served its guests well. Culling data from a host of sources
about its customers, the casino was confident that the
amenities it added would be well-received and enhance
its already excellent reputation. Decisions about marketing
that previously relied on analysis that took months to

A British Columbia utility company was experiencing
losses as people tapped into its electricity lines and
consumed power without paying for it. Before setting up
a sophisticated set of meters throughout the network,
the company relied on neighbors’ complaints and manual
processes to detect the theft. With the help of the digital
reporting and a visualization application that let the
company find likely thefts geographically, it was able to cut
losses by 80% in one year.

complete could be done in mere minutes.

Watch the video >

View the case study >

Any organization can benefit
5
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A note of caution as you start
As you start this technology journey, be aware that it is unlikely to be a quick or easy trip.
It will take time, resources, focus, planning and – most of all – cooperation between the
business and IT sides of your organization.

Your first step should be developing a strategy that supports business objectives with a well-considered IT
infrastructure. In order to do that, you’ll need to initiate a conversation between business leaders
and IT leaders to reach agreement on an overall direction. Again, the key is to mutually determine
what you are going after, what data is relevant and what problem you are trying to solve for the business.

The business leaders

would need to answer such questions as:
• What business problems are we trying to solve?
• What use cases can we target in which benefits will outweigh
costs?

If you are not building
something aligned

• What would success look like?

to business needs,

• How would we quantify that success to ensure a significant ROI
on our time and resources?

IT becomes a barrier
to analytics-driven

The IT leaders

would need to answer such questions as:
• What are the relevant data types to focus on?
• What infrastructure would support our main objectives?

business benefits
as opposed to
enabling success.

• How many people will need to be involved?
• How should we time the deployment of the infrastructure
elements?
• How simple or complex do we expect the implementation to be?
• What will the costs be?
6
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Navigating the 3 Milestones
of the Data Analytics Architecture Journey
As you and your organization progress in your technology journey to successful
transformation, you will reach three milestones, each with distinct activities.
MILESTONE 1

AGGREGATE
You begin by pulling together all of the data sources in a way that sets up the organization
to effectively use that information across the enterprise.
1

2

3

4

Consolidate data,
move to a single location

Define master data

Provide common business
intelligence tools

Set up governance

MILESTONE 2

LIBERATE
Once the information is in place, you set up methods of letting business units
access the data, with support from the IT side.
1

2

3

4

Introduce BusinessAnalytics-as-a-Service

Provide data scientist
services

Provide collaborative
analytical tools

Strengthen and unify
the analytical platform

MILESTONE 3

INNOVATE
As the company becomes familiar with using data, IT helps the business side scale its use
and amplify the business value of both stored and real-time data.
1

2

3

4

Make apps more flexible
and scalable

Protect missioncritical apps

Add real-time
capability

Collaborate with business
side on the delivery of data

Now, you’re in a position to

TRANSFORM

your organization and become a true analytics enterprise,
one that can use data to predict future models and dramatically advance operations.

7

1

2

3

Analytics-based
decision making

Leverage data to predict
future models

Apply analytics to
transform operations
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

Aggregating data is more than just pulling
all the information in one place. It has to be
integrated into business functionalities so that
it can be acted upon.

MILESTONE 1

AGGREGATE
YOUR MILESTONE BENEFITS
With most or all of your data in one central
place, business and IT can now turn to
a single platform for all their data needs.
This will reduce the data sprawl, as each
project tends to extract their own copy
of the data to many different locations. It
also creates a single “place of truth” so all
reports start from the same set of data.
Of course, the

biggest benefit
is the speed at which new
reports and analytics can
now happen, since the entire

process of getting the data is now
removed.
8

STEP

1
Consolidate and move to a single
location for data integration
Historically, data has been consolidated
in different locations, in different forms,
and continues to receive new information
from a wider array of sources.
This is generally done in a traditional data
warehouse using a scalable relational
platform. The IT team would extract
data from various ERP, CRM and other
enterprise applications and place in a
single location.
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

STEP

Define master data to allow ready
recall and access

2

Of course, the data is likely to come in
different forms, with different terms for
the same idea. That would make retrieval
impossible. So you’ll need to define master
data that recognizes the business use for it.
For instance, different departments may have
different ways of identifying and classifying a
customer. You’ll want to create a single record
of that one customer to be able to pull up all
the information gathered about that customer
across your enterprise.

TECH TALK
WHAT TO SAY

WHAT TO DO

Earlier, you reached agreement with the
business side about overall strategy. Now your
communications focus is:

• Use high-end relational databases, such as Oracle,
Sybase and SQL Server. But consider relational MPP
databases such as Greenplum or Teradata because
analytical queries, using indexed joins, don’t tend to join
results sets neatly.

• Guide the IT team in implementing the critical first
steps.

• Use whatever data migration tool you prefer – even
a custom tool.

• Adjust details in consultation with the business side
as you progress – for example, refine master data
structure.

• Once data is in the data warehouse, pick presentation
tools such as report writers or visual display tools.

• Manage expectations. Explain that it’s a process and
urge patience.

• Focus on generating canned search results.

STEP

Provide or support business
intelligence tools to business units

3

As the data is gathered, you’ll want to allow
business units the chance to use the business
intelligence tools they’ve employed in the
past. You also may have some other business
intelligence tools that the users are familiar with
or can be taught to use and grow with and that
IT can support.

9
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

STEP

4
Business units create the
governance rules

IT enforces
the governance rules

Set up the governance of the data
For operational efficiency, privacy and security
reasons, you’ll want to have a system set
up to govern the data now stored in one
central location. One of the key changes your
organization may experience in this technology
journey is shifting “ownership” of data from
the IT side to the business side. Accordingly,
the governance rules should be created by the
business units with help from the business guide.
IT’s role is to enforce the governance rules and
ensure that data is moved around a data lake in
a way that doesn’t break that governance.

New reports and analytics can be
available at the speed of business

10
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

Once the Aggregate Milestone has been
accomplished, you’re now ready to move to
what we think of as the Liberate Milestone.
At this juncture, you’re empowering the
business side to take advantage of
what’s been laid out for them.
MILESTONE 2

LIBERATE
YOUR MILESTONE BENEFITS
Providing the tools and data platforms
that allow business users to easily
consume the aggregated data, IT is now

enabling the business
consumers to create their
own reports and perform
their own analytics.
This capability allows the individuals
with the greatest knowledge of the
subject areas to work with the actual
data and allows unprecedented speeds
of innovation, as IT is now moving out
of being the bottleneck that blocks
innovation.
11

STEP

1
Introduce Analytics-as-a-Service
To allow business units to access and
use the data in a cost-effective, secure
manner, you create an Analytics-as-aService model in which each unit gets a
“workplace” within the data lake. They
can bring in their own data, as well as
access what you might call “hub” data –
that is, consolidated data from different
sources. Of course, data governance
structures ensure that there are
constraints on the hub data if necessary.
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

STEP

Don’t have a data scientist?

Provide data scientists to seed the
analytical functions

2

No problem. Identify your “citizen data
scientists”. This term, popularized by Gartner,
refers to people who work outside the fields of
statistics and analytics yet routinely touch and
deploy analytics tools that yield insights to keep
your business competitive.

While some units will have their own analytical
expertise, they likely can benefit from letting the
organization’s data scientists help them get set
up to use the data. The data scientists can also
introduce them to and show them how to use
new tools that can be effective in attaining the
insights the business side seeks.

TECH TALK
WHAT TO SAY

WHAT TO DO

• Reinforce the cost advantages and ease of use that
comes from consolidating data.

• Build the core of the data lake with Hadoop, but
allow business side to access info through a relational
database (such as the Greenplum MPP database).

• Clarify the shifting role of IT: You provide platforms
and consulting services, but business units now dig in to
do the analysis itself.

• Help the business side learn how to use such
databases, if necessary.

• Emphasize that the change provides the business side
greater control and quicker results.

• Redefine job descriptions, if required, to emphasize
IT’s shift from controlling data to managing it .

STEP

Provide collaborative analytics tools

3

Using tools such as Business Objects or Tableau,
the business side can learn not only how to
assemble the analytics they need, but also
present the information effectively.

12
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

STEP

4

WHY
LIBERATE?
Successful data liberation yields tangible
business results and enables significant
marketing optimization.

41%

better targeting of
marketing efforts*

37%

Strengthen the acceptance and use
of the unified analytical platform
It took time, coordination and effort to get
to this milestone. You have built a successful
solution and you may have found a need to rid
the organization of shadow IT operations that
had been the go-to platform for frustrated
business units. Now is a good time to take steps
to educate and remind users throughout the
organization of the opportunities they have to
join the program and to outline the successes
you’re having as a company by relying on the
unified platform.

optimization of
ad spending*

*Dell Global Technology Adoption Index, November 2015.

Spend more now, save more later
To successfully create a robust, functional data lake that serves your organization, you’ll have to
accept that the payoffs won’t happen immediately. But in the long run, it will save your organization in
total expenses. For example:
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Targeted Marketing:

Proactive Quality Assurance:

By having analytical insights into your
marketing activities, you can more efficiently
and effectively generate leads and responses,
effectively target and segment prospects,
and report accurately on what works and
what doesn’t. That leads to a more cohesive,
systemic marketing approach, while allowing
fine-tuning based on effectively tracking
information as it is received.

By collecting and sharing insights across
the enterprise, you can have both a more
holistic understanding of important issues
as well as a response that is appropriate for
the matter at hand. For example, if you’re a
manufacturer and you’ve learned that a few of
your customers are experiencing failures with
one of your products, you can identify other
customers that should get service calls before
the failure. You can zoom in on whether the
failed products came from just a small batch of
a supply or from a large run.
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

Once the business has reached this third milestone,
it’s time to ramp things up – building on success
and seeing what else is possible.

MILESTONE 3

INNOVATE
YOUR MILESTONE BENEFITS
The data is now easily accessible to
the business and they are beginning
to gain insights into the possibilities.
During this milestone, the

business
side – with the support of IT
– will continue to refine the
analytics and discover new
ways to visualize and utilize
the insights.

STEP

1
Make the apps more flexible
and scalable
The business side may have expanded
its insights into what it could do with the
data. Now is the time to provide the IT
development that helps them make those
ideas come to fruition, either by adding
new elements, expanding the usage of
the app or both.

With IT focusing on operationalizing those
insights, business will be free to continue
innovating and fine tuning the results.
14
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

STEP

2

Protect the mission-critical apps
Each business unit is likely to have at least one
app that is mission-critical to its success. The IT
side needs to work with them to safeguard that
app so that it’s always available and
working optimally.

TECH TALK
WHAT TO SAY

WHAT TO DO

• Promote the wins that the business side has achieved
and how it was possible due to the consolidated
platform and consulting service.

• To control demands on the IT department’s time, limit
the rollout of new tools that the department fully
supports.

• Respond to new rounds of requests for help with
other analytical projects from the business side.

• Allow the business side to bring its own tools.
• Concentrate on supporting tools that are most
requested.

• Capture and share into operational insights IT has
gained from the work to date.

• Provide a Hadoop “client” (virtual machine of Docker
container) containing the standard Hadoop distribution
and user IDs for the consumers. This allows them to
install their own tools and connect to the Hadoop
distribution.

STEP

Add real-time capability

3

Data keeps growing and being added to the
enterprise. Now is the time to find ways to look
at it upon its arrival and add predictive analysis
to the enterprise’s skill set.

15
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

STEP

4

Collaborate on the delivery of data
As business units get more comfortable with
the analysis they’re doing, they likely will feel
confident enough to share the results so that
other units can benefit. Because everyone
has access to the same, pertinent information,
there’s no second-guessing whether the
conclusions are valid for other units. As insights
are shared, their value grows – one of the many
ways that the initial investment represented by
the Aggregate Milestone is now paying off.

Business is now free to innovate and
find new ways to utilize insights
Watch Video

16
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The Technology Journey

1

2

3

4

Your organization now enjoys:
Analytics-based
decision-making
across the enterprise

The ability to leverage data to
move to more advanced stages
of analytics – predictive and
prescriptive usage

A transformation of its
operations, made better, more
effective and more informed by
the collective use of information

TRANSFORM
As its name implies, having successfully progressed through the three milestones, your data
analytics architecture permits empowering transformation. Now part of the organization’s
DNA, you can expect that data will drive decisions and direction, instead of best guesses
and industry trends.

TECH TALK
WHAT TO SAY

WHAT TO DO

• Talk with the business side about the results: Was the
outcome what was sought?

• Continue to introduce new platforms and
technologies to amplify these discoveries throughout
the organization.

• If so, how can you replicate the process? If not, what
needs to be changed?
• Discuss other use cases that have arisen in the
meantime that should be considered in the future.
• Identify future goals and objectives that could be
met through deploying this type of infrastructure.

17

• Explore the use of technologies that provide datastreaming and real-time analytical functionality,
such as in-memory, NoSQL and NewSQL data
platforms.
• Provide the latest visualization tools so insights can
be shared with a larger audience.
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Timing
The speed with which you move through each portion will depend on your organization. We know that
this is a process that may take years for most organizations, but as highlighted in this document, there are
valuable benefits gained along your technology journey at every milestone.

To give you a rough framework, consider the timeline for when those of
us at Dell EMC implemented our Data Analytics Architecture. Because
we were essentially building the road as we went, our technology
journey took more time than it will for those who follow.
Our expectation is that this guide will not only help you see where
you need to go, it will help you get there more quickly.
2010
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2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

AGGREGATE

LIBERATE

INNOVATE

TRANSFORM

1
Consolidation

1
BA-as-a-service

1
Flexible/scalable

1

2
Master data

2
Data scientist services

2
Mission critical

3
Common BI tools

3
Collaborative analytic tools

3
Real time capable

4

4

4

BI governance

Unified analytical platform

Collaborative delivery

Foundation

Analytics enablement

Business data lake

Analytics-based
decision making
2
Leveraging data
to predict future
models
3
Transforming
operations by
applying anaytics
Analytics
enterprise
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Begin your journey
This guide for your Data Analytics Architecture Journey is intended to help your organization start thinking
about what’s needed to feel in control of the information rushing toward you every day, rather than being
overwhelmed by it. To move toward that status, we suggest taking the following actions over the next few
months:

Determine who should be
your primary Business and IT
Leaders, along with any other key
participants who could help provide the
vision, understanding and insights your
organization will need to launch this effort.

Assess your technology from
a Data Analytics Architecture
perspective. If you have already
completed the Aggregate portion of the
technology journey, then see if you need to
add more resources to the Liberate portion,
for example.

19

Identify your goals and business
use cases. What will you do (or hope
to do) with your data? How does your
organization generate revenue and what
impediments are limiting that ability?

Determine a budget for your Data
Analytics Architecture Journey,
with assistance from vendors if needed.
Be suspicious of any vendor who promises
a short cut to transformation, though. You
will likely be disappointed.
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There is a better way.

44%

of organizations still struggle
on how to approach Big Data.*
The Dell EMC Big Data Vision Workshop helps you define how Big Data and data analytics
can transform your business. This consulting engagement leverages a proven methodology
of collaboration between the business and IT to envision, identify, and prioritize Big Data
business opportunities as well as provide a roadmap for executing that vision.

20

*Source: Gartner “Big Data Industry Insights” study, sponsored by Gartner. Sep 2015.
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Resources
Tools to Success
Big Data
Vision Workshop

Data Analytics Infrastructure and the
Essential Data Lake: An IDC Global Study

Products & Solutions
Big Data Solutions: Empower your organization with solutions that integrate, store,
manage and protect your data.
Analytic Insights Module: Benefit from a self-service analytics experience to transform
your data into actionable insights with high business value in less time.

Customer Stories
BC Hydro: Learn how a utility company reduces loss with advanced theft detection and
energy analytics.
Pechanga: Read about both the business and customer benefits of faster,
data-driven decisions.
Pechanga: Watch to hear how big data insights enhance competitive differentiation and
user experience.
Partners Healthcare: Learn how Partners Healthcare is developing cutting-edge
personalized medicine with the advanced capabilities of the Analytic Insights Module.

Dell EMC’s Data Lake Architecture
Explore more of our story.
Marketing Science Lab is a Data Lake Pioneer
The Power of Self-Service Big Data: First-Hand Knowledge and Best Practices
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